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Federal UK
‘could solve
constitutional
stalemate’
● Leading Tory
says de facto
English Parliament
to emerge
By SCOTT MACNAB
One of Scotland’s leading Conservatives has said a “federal”
system of government in the
UK could provide a “lasting
and stable” political framework after the upheaval of the
referendum debate in recent
years.
Mid Scotland and Fife MSP
Murdo Fraser, who challenged
Ruth Davidson for the party leadership four years ago,
predicts that recent moves
towards devolution for City
Regions in England, including
the “Northern Powerhouse”,
will provide momentum for
a further move towards a full
federal solution.
“We could move to a situation, fairly quickly, of a network of strong city regions
with devolved administrative powers,” he said in a new
book called Reforming Scotland being published next year
by the think tank Reform Scotland.
Historic counties with a
strong identity, such as Yorkshire or Cornwall, could gain
more local controls under
such a regime.

“These would be areas of
administrative devolution, not
legislative,” he adds.
“That would leave a de facto English parliament, sitting
within the House of Commons
at certain times, or at certain
times of the week, following
the implementation of EVEL.
Whether there would then
need to be an English executive in some form is another
matter which would have to be
considered: and, if so, whether an English First Minister
would be required, or whether that job could simultaneously be held by the UK Prime
Minister.
“This would not be pure federalism in any sense, more
likely ‘quasi-federalism’.”
The Tories are currently
implementing the post-referendum Smith Commission
deal on more powers for Holyrood which will see Scotland
gain sweeping control over
tax and welfare. But a federal
set-up was ruled out because
it was feared England would
dominate.
A spokeswoman for the Scottish Conservatives said: “The
UK Constitution is evolving
and under this Conservative
government we are now witnessing further change – with
the biggest transfer of powers to the Scottish parliament
since devolution, and more
powers devolved to England’s
regions.”
But Nationalists warned

Scots council
issues one
dog fouling
fine a month
By AMY WATSON

0Mr Fraser predicts devolved city regions will give rise to federalism
Scots will take Mr Fraser’s
comments with “a very large
pinch of salt.” SNP MSP Linda Fabiani said: “During the
independence referendum
people in Scotland were promised ‘near federalism’ after a
No vote, but even after the full
implementation of the inadequate Scotland Bill, the vast
majority of tax and social
security powers will still be
controlled by Mr Fraser’s colleagues at Westminster.”
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Scottish councils’ gender pay gap
sees women paid 15% less than men
By NAINA BHARDWAJ
Females employed by Scottish
councils are earning on average 15 per cent less than their
male equivalents according to
the latest salary statistics provided by 28 local authorities.
The difference equates to
women earning £3,848 less a
year.
Out of the 32 Scottish council
chief executives – the highest
paid officials – 14 are female.
However, women tend to be
overrepresented in lowerskilled, lower-paid jobs and
are considerably less likely to
occupy senior positions.
The main reason given for
this is childcare responsibili-

0Nicola Sturgeon is
committed to pay equality
ties, which often lead to women taking on part-time or temporary work.
Whilst women account for
48 per cent of the labour pool,
they account for 76 per cent of
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all part-time workers in the
country.
The average salary for women across Scottish councils
is £21,992 while for men it is
£25,770.
A spokesman for Cosla, the
Scottish councils’ umbrella
body, said: “The gender pay
is a societal problem and not
unique to Cosla. However Cosla is working hard to ensure all
our employees receive a fair
wage for their valuable work
and our commitment to the
Living Wage is pary of this”.
Both Prime Minister David
Cameron and First Minister
Nicola Sturgeon have stated
that gender equality and closing the pay gap is one of their
top priorities.
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Dog wardens are issuing
just one fine a month for
fouling in Perth and Kinross and almost half of
them are never paid.
Since 2010, the local council has received 2,605 complaints about dog dirt – but
responded to just one in 40
(2.6 per cent) and handed
out 69 penalties altogether.
Of those, 38 per cent have
gone unpaid, resulting in
more than £1,000 failing to
make its way into council
coffers.
Council dog wardens
can issue offenders with a
fixed penalty of £40, rising
to £60 if not paid within 28
days.
Local MSP Murdo Fraser said: “To have so many
complaints to dog wardens
yet so few penalty notices
would indicate that the
current system is not working as well as perhaps it
could. Perth and Kinross
Council must crack down
on those refusing to pay.”

